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Longtime Physical 
Plant director let go
Kijai C o rb e tt
Staff WriMr
During a Jan. 23 meeting held for 
Lawrence custodians, the decision to 
eliminate one of the longtime Physical 
Plant staff members was announced. 
John Moder, former associate direc­
tor of physical plant, was let go last 
month to make way for a new energy 
conservation program at Lawrence.
Linda Mossberger, a custodian 
at Draheim House, remembers being 
incredulous at the news, noting, 
“We were told John was let go and I 
said, ‘What?’" Other staff and faculty 
reported similar disbelief at the deci­
sion.
Moder had worked at Lawrence 
for over 32 years. First hired as a 
young man to move a garage for the 
university, “32 years later,” Moder 
reflected, “I was still moving things, 
just bigger ones."
Widely considered “a great guy," 
Moder was well liked by staff, faculty 
and students. Professor Rob Neilson 
commented, “John was very helpful 
with students trying to place artwork 
throughout campus.” Other members 
of the community remembered John 
fondly and were sad to see him go.
Unfortunately for Moder and his 
colleagues, Lawrence needs to save 
money on energy. Rising energy costs 
alone added a projected S1.4 mil­
lion to the budget for 2007. Harold 
Ginke, executive director of physical 
plant, asserted, “Energy consumption 
and conservation is and will continue 
to be a major concern for Lawrence 
University in the years ahead.”
In an effort to “contain and reduce 
energy expenditures," the position of
energy/facilities engineer has been 
created. When hired, the engineer 
will “create, design, and implement 
new and innovative energy conserva­
tion programs," according to Human 
Resources.
In addition, the engineer will be 
responsible for 24-7 operation of 
the campus, as Moder was in the 
past. When asked if he could have 
undertaken this new program, Moder 
replied, “No, 1 don't have a college 
education. I’m a tradesperson.”
While seemingly straightforward, 
Moder’s elimination has sparked 
much concern throughout campus. 
Rumors abound that the reorganiza­
tion spells future staff cuts in other 
departments.
One professor commented on the 
divide he sees between staff and fac­
ulty. He did not feel that animosity 
exists, but rather a lack of commu­
nication between the two sides. This 
lack of communication seems to be 
at the heart of the confusion and con­
cerns over Moder’s leaving.
Outside of the custodians, no 
meeting was held for staff or faculty 
regarding the decision. They received 
a brief memo on Feb. 6 outlining 
Moder’s elimination and the need to 
implement an energy program. Despite 
receiving this e-mail, some members 
of the community were unaware of 
the situation or had heard only by 
word-of-mouth.
As for staff cuts, one official said 
that he saw no need for further elimi­
nations, but said that it would not be 
his decision in the end. Ginke, who 
was to be involved in the decision,
See Physical Plant on page 4
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Residence life advisors eat at Lucinda's during BEAST, an annual residence life conference.
The BEAST comes to LU
Brianna S tapleton
StaffWriter
Last weekend, the BEAST reigned 
at Lawrence University. BEAST - which 
stands for Being Effective Assisting 
Students Today - is an annual resident 
assistant conference.
Saturday and Sunday, 127 RAs and 
residence life advisors from schools 
all over Wisconsin and Minnesota vis­
ited Lawrence to share ideas. The 
agenda included over 25 training pro­
grams and speakers including dean of 
students Nancy Truesdell, Plantz resi­
dence hall director Rob Ryan, Colman 
RLA Erik Garbacik, and Kohler RHD 
Teege Mettille.
Kim Stabile, an RLA in Trever, 
enjoyed seeing the contrast among 
schools. After hearing about the resi­
dence life policies at other schools, 
she felt glad to be at Lawrence.
“It seemed to me that the adminis­
tration at those schools is much more 
strict and concerned with liability and 
bureaucracy than making sure the 
students are responsible and safe," 
said Stabile. “Their RAs are more like 
an auxiliary police force than a com­
munity building staff.”
Stabile said her favorite idea from 
the conference was “Sex Jeopardy,” 
presented by two RAs from UW- 
Superior. “I think it would be helpful 
to have more educational programs 
that are also some fun at the same 
time," she said.
RHDs got in on the action as well.
See BEAST on page 3
campaign 
begins in Chicago
D orothy W ickens
StaffWriter
Alumni relations, public affairs, 
and admissions are currently working 
on a new project to increase Lawrence 
University’s visibility and presence 
in Chicago. Called the “Chicago 
Initiative," the project includes several 
events that will be taking place in the 
dty during the next few months.
According to Jan Quinlan, direc­
tor of alumni relations, administra­
tors dedded to take on the project 
because there is a high concentration 
of Lawrence alumni and prospective 
students in Chicago, as well as strong 
relationships with corporations, foun­
dations and educational institutions 
in the area.
The first event, an art exhibit, 
opened last weekend at the Jane 
Addams Hull House Center for Arts 
and Culture. The exhibit is called 
“Picturing Peace," a collection of pho­
tographs taken mostly by children 
portraying their ideas of peace.
The exhibit also indudes pictures 
from this year’s Trivia Weekend. 
Contestants took pictures of their 
ideas of peace for an action question 
and Jill and Robert Beck chose the top 
three for the display.
On March 4, a “Picturing Peace" 
reception will be hdd for Lawrence 
alumni, parents and friends. The Becks 
will be in attendance to discuss and 
answer questions about the exhibit, 
which runs through March 25.
Running concurrently with the 
Chicago exhibit is the Online Exhibition 
of Peace Photography, which is intend­
ed to be an annual feature. This can be 
viewed at http://www.picturingpeace. 
org/ and is open for anyone to submit 
their photographs of peace.
There will also be musical per­
formances by Lawrence students and 
faculty. On March 26, the Concert
Choir will be performing at morning 
worship services. In the afternoon, the 
choir will perform twice more, first 
singing sacred scriptures in the Baha’i 
House of Worship and later perform­
ing a full concert.
The Lawrence Chamber Players 
will also have a redtal at the Merit 
School of Music on May 20. According 
to Quinlan, Merit provides tuition- 
free musical training for economi­
cally challenged students from fourth 
through 12th grade. Lawrence has 
several ties with the school, induding 
the executive director, Duffie Addson, 
who is a Lawrence graduate.
The Newberry Library in Chicago 
will host “Freshman Studies Revisited: 
Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice” on 
April 18. This Freshman Studies style 
discussion will be led by Professor 
Timothy Spurgin, and alumni will be 
invited to discuss the book.
A community service project, 
organized by Students’ War Against 
Hunger and Poverty, will be hdd May 
6. Local alumni and prospective stu­
dents, as well as members of local 
high school chapters of the National 
Honor Sodety, will be invited to par- 
tidpate in the project. The nature of 
the project itself is yet to be dedded.
In addition to these events, an 
advertisement showing the profile of 
a Lawrence alumnus will appear in 
regional editions of Time magazine 
during the weeks of March 13 and 
April 10.
Steve Blodgett, director of public 
affairs, says that this is a pilot project 
to see how things work. If they find it 
to be a success, they will think about 
expanding it to include other major 
dties, such as Minneapolis and St. 
Paul.
Further details about any of these 
events can be found on the university 
Web site at http://www.lawrence.edu/ 
news/chicago/.
New fellows search underway
A line D tirr
StaffWriter
Fourteen departments at Lawrence 
are currently looking for new fellows. 
This marks the second search for 
Fellows since the program’s initiation 
last year.
The program was initiated last 
year and Lawrence currently has eight 
postdoctoral fellows that were chosen 
from more than 240 applicants from 
Australia, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, 
the U.K. and the U.S.
A general ad was placed in the 
Chronicle of Higher Education in 
December and departments adver­
tised in field-specific outlets.
Even though the available fields 
were restricted to 14 this year, 
Lawrence has received 614 applica­
tions, which represents an almost 300 
percent increase over the first year.
Applicants came from all eight Ivy 
League schools, all Big 10 schools, sev­
eral top campuses in the University of 
California system - ranked as the pre­
mier public university system - such as 
Berkeley and Santa Barbara, and pre­
mier private universities in England, 
such as Oxford and Cambridge.
The hiring process includes many 
forms and is a very rigorous process.
Departments are currently reviewing 
files and must fill out an interview rec­
ommendation form for up to two can­
didates by Friday. This form requires 
them to justify their recommendation 
and must be based on a phone inter­
view.
The Fellows Committee will then 
review departmental recommenda­
tions and recommend which candi­
dates ought to be interviewed on cam­
pus. Departments may interview only 
their best candidate and students play 
a very significant role in this on-cam­
pus visit.
After campus interviews, which 
include interviews by the Fellows 
Committee, departments will fill out 
another form in favor of hiring the 
candidate they interviewed. This form 
is also available online so students, 
applicants, alumni and faculty can see 
how departments have to justify their 
desire to hire.
The Fellows Committee will review 
the forms and discuss their own inter­
views with candidates. They will then 
make recommendations to President 
Beck, who will make the final call.
Of the 600 applicants, Lawrence
See Fellows on page 4
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Gender-neutral housing at LU Lecture remembers human 
rights issues in 70s ArgentinaN o ra  H e rte lStaff Writer
Lawrence’s Residence Life 
Committee recently voted to include 
gender neutral housing options for 
the 2006-2007 academic year. The 
committee met Tuesday to discuss 
results from the Voyager survey on 
the issue and to vote on gender-neu­
tral housing options for next year.
Gender-neutral housing refers to 
student residences, bedrooms and 
bathrooms that are not designated 
to either sex. Male, female or trans­
gender students may choose to live 
together in any combination within 
designated residences, and bath­
rooms in such residences are to be 
open to all.
The committee decided that there 
will indeed be gender neutral hous­
ing options for next year. The third 
and fourth floors of Hiett Hall, the 
Large Exec house and half of the 
small houses will be gender-neutral. 
In theme and formal group houses, 
the group that inhabits the house will 
decide if it is gender-neutral or not.
The Residence Life Committee 
drew from the Voyager survey when 
they made the final decision about gen­
der-neutral housing. Approximately 
4(X) students responded to the sur­
vey, and the majority was in favor of
A lex W inn
for The Lawrentian
From the moment my plane left 
Chicago late last August, I knew that 
1 was in for an adventure. My meal 
choices on the plane were chicken 
or fish masala, and the stewardesses 
were wearing saris. No, I wasn't on 
my way to India - that would have to 
wait for another time. I was flying Air 
India from Chicago to Frankfurt to 
connect to Berlin.
A semester at IES Berlin sounds 
exciting, right? At least it does 
when, like me, one of your majors is 
German, or if you just really like cur- 
rywurst and cheap beer. Either way, 
the chance to transcend the Lawrence 
Bubble for three-and-a-half months 
and get credit was too appealing, so I 
counted myself in!
So there I was, spending $2(X) per 
hour to sit next to homeward-bound 
Rajiit karagahti while feasting on my 
burfi dessert at 33,000 feet above 
Greenland, The funny thing is, I loved 
every minute of it.
It turns out that the crazy ethnic 
blending going on in my 747 was 
in fact very indicative of the multi- 
culturalism which, in part, defines 
Berlin. Even among the 37 of us stu­
dents participating in IES Berlin that 
fall, there were kids from England, 
France, Switzerland and Portugal - all 
with U.S. citizenship. There would be 
no escaping multiculturalism until I 
returned to Wisconsin months later 
- though 1 must say Appleton offers 
a surprising array of ethnic dining 
options.
In case it's not already evident, I'll 
tell you that I love good ethnic food, 
and so I was in heaven dining and 
drinking in Berlin. Thai restaurants 
competed with Indian restaurants 
which in turn vied with Italian pizze­
rias for customers walking down the 
same street. Example: €4.50 (about 
$5.40) Lunch Special, alcoholic drink
gender-neutral options.
Hiett and Large Exec are ideal for 
this arrangement because each room 
has its own bathroom. Residence halls 
with communal bathrooms are more 
likely to have an issue with gender 
neutrality. Many gender-segregated 
options remain for students who are 
not comfortable with gender-neutral 
residences.
In the last few years, gender- 
neutral housing has extended to uni­
versities and colleges throughout the 
country and at liberal institutions 
in particular. There has not been 
much resistance to these changes, 
but Lawrence is conscious of possible 
opposition.
Gender-neutral residences may 
affect the way Lawrence is viewed by 
parents of perspective students. Sara 
Bernstein, president of Lawrence's 
Gay, Lesbian, Other or Whatever 
group argued against this claim, say­
ing, “Many other universities already 
have [gender-neutral housingl, and it 
has not adversely affected them."
Gaby Szteinberg, chair of the 
Residence Life Committee, noted 
another apprehension. Gender-neu­
tral housing makes it possible for 
heterosexual couples to live together. 
Bernstein countered this argument 
by pointing out that homosexual 
couples have always had the option 
of rooming together under sex-seg-
included, or a fresh, made-to-order 
pizza with a Coke, all for less than 
the price of a Ben and Jerry’s Peace 
Pop at the Union Grill.
And so it went for three and a half 
gastronomically delightful months in 
the cultural melting pot that is Berlin. 
And the amazing part - you can hate 
me if you want to - is that I actually 
lost weight during my time abroad. 
Maybe it was climbing those multi­
pitched sandstone fins that did it?
I should mention that apart from 
eating and climbing, I managed to 
fit some schoolwork in, too. Taking 
all my classes at the IES center at 
Humboldt University was very conve­
nient, as the campus is spread over a 
two-mile area, right in the middle of 
downtown Berlin. HU students have to 
take the subway or ride a bike across 
town several times each day to get to 
all of their classes - assuming that 
they decide go to all of their classes. 
I discovered that among many HU 
students it is common practice not to 
attend class very regularly - again a 
reminder that I wasn't in the Bubble 
anymore. And try this on, Lawrence: 
HU students pay a whopping total 
of around $750 per year. That works 
out to be about one-forty-ninth the 
cost of attending Lawrence this year 
(1 just heard the bubble burst) and my
regated housing. Szteinberg said she 
hopes that romance does not become 
a complicating issue in these new 
housing arrangements.
Beyond Lawrence, there is some 
large-scale opposition to gender- 
neutrality. USA Today featured an 
article about gender-neutral housing 
in June 2004. The article quoted 
Young America’s Foundation, a large 
campus outreach of the conservative 
movement, condemning a gender- 
neutral hall as the “most shameful 
campus event” at Wesleyan University 
in Middletown, Conn.
Szteinberg said she is quite 
enthused about the committee’s deci­
sion and said, “I like that we’re trying 
this. We’re not going all the way, 
but we’ll see how it works out." She 
explained that the final decision was 
based on the Voyager survey with 
support from LUCC representatives 
from each residence hall and approv­
al from the admissions office.
GLOW has been advocating gen­
der-neutral housing at Lawrence for 
three years, and the movement has 
gained support from friends of the 
organization and a handful of other 
interested students. Gender-neutral 
housing is a huge step for gender 
equity, and Szteinberg seemed very 
pleased to highlight and accept some 
of the diversity on the Lawrence 
campus.
friends at HU were still complaining 
about paying for books!
The IES center was conveniently 
located under one roof and offered 
a tantalizing fare of courses such 
as Literature in Berlin: Berlin in 
Literature, a fantastic course; Theater 
of Berlin - where we read and then 
saw plays performed by top-notch 
German performers; and German Film 
as Refracted History - a journey into 
early 20th century history through 
period films, another winner.
Academically and socially speak­
ing, I was introduced to a new 
Germany, one that speaks many lan­
guages and comes in as many differ­
ent flavors. Being a healthy member of 
the EU and bordering Eastern Europe, 
Germany is facing as many problems 
as opportunities. I was glad to see 
their democracy at work - elections 
happened while 1 was there - and I 
have gained some insights into and 
criticisms of ours, like: Why have a 
two-party system when you could 
offer representation to each party 
that receives over 5 percent in the 
House of Representatives like they 
do? I discussed these questions with 
other study-abroad students as we 
flew home on Air India in December.
And the palak paneer they served 
was delicious!
Emily A linder
Staff Writer
Lecturer in Spanish Nancy Gates 
Madsen spoke on recent Argentine 
history in a Main Hall Forum 
Tuesday. Her lecture, entitled “The 
Art of Truth Telling: Memorials to 
the Disappeared in Buenos Aires," 
concerned the period from 1970 
to 1983, when a military dictator­
ship controlled the government in 
Argentina.
During that period, citizens were 
taken from their homes and tor­
tured, their whereabouts kept in 
secrecy. Most of the people taken 
were students, artists and workers, 
and estimates of the total number 
victims vary from 8,000 to 30,000.
To give an idea of the horror 
and abruptness at the victims being 
taken, Gates Madsen likened it “to 
the opening scene from the movie 
“Brazil” in which Mr. Buttle is taken 
... except without the receipt.”
In a controversial attempt to 
keep the memory of the disappeared 
alive, a memorial park is being cre­
ated in Buenos Aires. The Parque de 
la Memoria - which means “Park of 
Memory" in Spanish - will include a 
statue garden and a memorial. It is 
currently 25 percent completed, with 
three of the 16 statues erected.
The controversy lies in what the 
victims’ families want in contrast 
to what the overseers and artists of 
the project want. Most families seem 
to want a more personal touch for 
the memorial park, including figures 
and faces for statues and remem­
brances.
However, most of the 16 stat­
ues chosen for the parks are very 
abstract, as the overseers and the 
artists feel that a more modem style 
is more powerful and evocative. The 
memorial itself will be four wall seg­
ments with victims’ names etched 
onto plaques.
Anne A aker
for The Lawrentian
Certain privileges apply once one 
achieves the status of being a college 
senior. One such privilege includes 
the opportunity to be a part of the 
campus chapter of Mortar Board. 
Mortar Board is a national senior 
honor society that focuses on both 
academic and community endeavors.
The organization’s permanent 
national project since 2002 is the 
Reading is Learning campaign, a pro­
gram aimed at enhancing the literacy 
and English skills of children and 
adults. This year, Lawrence’s lota 
chapter has begun a mentoring pro­
gram at Richmond Elementary, a local 
school, in order to help with reading 
proficiency among area children.
Rob Strelow, a supersenior, is 
contributing to the group for a sec­
ond year in a row. “By helping out 
in the schools, we’re hoping to be a 
positive influence on the kids there,” 
Strelow said.
Mortar Board also raises funds for 
new or already established programs 
that focus on language and reading. 
Last weekend’s concert in Lucinda’s 
was a benefit to raise money for 
music literacy programs and the Fox 
Valley Literacy Coalition. These pro­
grams, for both adults and children,
There is another controversy 
between those who want a memorial 
and those who don’t feel it is time 
for a memorial yet. Opponents want 
to see the government own up to its 
violent actions and offer justice to 
the victims' families before a memo­
rial is made.
Gates Madsen touched on the 
possibility of the memorial becom­
ing “invisible” once it has been com­
pleted; it seems that, once there is a 
physical deposit for grief, reflection 
and contemplation the burden can 
leave the peoples’ internal selves and 
become forgotten.
Parallels can be drawn between 
the Parque de la Memoria and other 
memorials. Though no one can ever 
assure that the sacred space will be 
always used for reflection, it is nec­
essary for the victims’ families and 
provides a space for contemplation 
and reflection.
It seems, as Gates Madsen point­
ed out, that people living in the 
vicinity of memorials get so used to 
everyday interaction with them that 
they lose some meaning; it some­
times seems that one must be a 
tourist or travel a distance to make 
a point to see the memorial for their 
to be a profound reflection.
Memorials such as those at 
Washington, D.C., the World Trade 
Center in New York, and Oklahoma 
City tend to instill more reflection 
on the events for the memorial if one 
doesn’t encounter them every day. 
Gates Madsen offered as a reminder 
that, when visiting or interacting 
with any memorial, the remembrance 
must happen within oneself.
For more information on the spe­
cifics of the Parque de la Memoria, 
visit http://www.parquedelamemo- 
ria.org.ar. The Web site gives more 
details about the disappeared, the 
park space, each individual statue 
and provides an online database for 
victims' families to enter the name 
of their missing loved one to be
offer tutoring in order to increase 
language and literacy skills.
In addition to off-campus volun­
teering, the group also sponsors a 
number of campus events, such as 
the First Chance/Last Chance Lecture 
Series, which features new or depart­
ing Lawrence faculty. The group 
also organizes the annual Freshman 
Studies party and cosponsors the 
Senior Class Etiquette Dinner.
Any students who will be seniors 
next year and are interested in foster­
ing literacy, helping local students, 
and contributing to the social com­
munity at Lawrence should consider 
lending their skills and intelligence 
and apply to Mortar Board. It is not 
only a great opportunity to volunteer 
within the community, but a way to 
widen your social circle.
As Strelow pointed out, “Mortar 
Board doesn't only do things con­
cerning literacy - it’s also a great way 
to meet people and become involved 
with a more diverse group than you 
might usually hang out with." From 
athletes to international students to 
artists, Mortar Board is for any and 
every kind of person willing to volun­
teer and open his or her mind.
For students interested in vol­
unteering at the Fox Valley Literacy 
Coalition, contact David Vadavik at 
(920) 991-9840.
Photo courtesy of Alex Winn 
Alex Winn, second from left and some IES friends eat Doner in Dresden, Germany.
Adventures in Germany:
A student looks back at Berlin
Mortar Board honorees 
support community literacy
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Feinslein discusses our "Duly to Prevent"
A pril W est
StaffWriter
Lee Feinstein, a deputy director 
of the Council on Foreign Relations 
in Washington, D.C., spoke on for­
eign policy in Wriston Auditorium 
Tuesday. The speech, entitled “Duty 
to Prevent,"
Feinstein is the deputy director 
of studies and senior fellow at the 
council. He earned a law degree 
from Georgetown University, bach­
elor’s degree from Vassar, and a 
master's in political science from 
the City College of New York.
As stated by the Lawrence 
University Web site, Feinstein has 
written widely on national security 
and foreign policy issues and is 
a frequent guest commentator on 
television public affairs programs. 
An international lawyer who spe­
cializes in national security affairs, 
weapons of mass destruction and 
the United Nations, Feinstein served 
in the Clinton administration from 
1994-2001.
Feinstein began by stating, 
“American foreign policy is the 
product of what we believe and 
what we are willing to do." He 
continued, “The world today has 
many changes that are taking place 
quicker than we can understand 
them.”
To start his talk, Feinstein gave 
a brief history of American foreign 
policy. He discussed three phases: 
the post-Cold War world, the world 
of 9/11, and the post-9/11 world 
- the current phase.
George Bush Sr.’s term in office 
represents the post-Cold War world 
phase, which saw the dissolution of 
the Soviet Union.
The main foreign policy flaw of 
this time, according to Feinstein, 
was that doctrines were effective at 
describing how to work with state- 
to-state issues, but did not deal 
with collapse within states. Sending 
troops into Somalia was a fateful 
moment. “We didn’t know what we 
were getting ourselves into,” said 
Feinstein. This our first dealing 
with Bin Laden and with jihadism
in general.
Clinton’s first term, still in the 
post-war phase, dealt with tactical 
retreat from Somalia. He did not 
want to make news with his foreign 
policy. This was also the beginning 
of a globalization analysis. Clinton 
himself gave yearly speeches to the 
UN on globalization. Feinstein char­
acterized Clinton’s second term as 
“diplomacy backed by force.” He 
called it this because, within his 
two terms Clinton used more force 
than the Bush Sr. and Reagan eras 
combined. American interests were 
seen as best promoted through 
American leadership. The foreign 
policy motivation was to work with 
others to increase America’s role in 
the world. There was also a com­
mitment at this time to enlarge 
NATO.
Feinstein said during this time 
America also began to embrace 
China, “date India," and begin 
a “flirtation with a doctrine of 
humanitarian convention."
Feintein characterized George 
W. Bush’s foreign policy in his 
first term as the “period of res­
toration," or - as Feinstein called 
- it the “world of 9/11.” Power at 
this time was seen as a zero-sum 
game; sharing power with others 
was undesirable because it would 
only diminish.
The term “Axis of Evil” was 
coined by Bush during this time to 
refer to North Korea, Iran and Iraq. 
The ideology at this time was that, 
rather than deal with these gov­
ernments, we should just replace 
them.
Feinstein called Bush’s second 
term “America unbound.” In his 
second inaugural address, Bush 
stated that the rest of the world 
was either with us or against us. 
This led to Bush’s promising that 
America would fight alone if neces­
sary. Also present at this time was 
the thinking that we should attack 
before we are attacked. This phase 
also saw a reemergence in global­
ization analysis.
Also present in Bush's second 
inaugural address was the pro­
motion of democracy around the
RLAs unwind after BEAST
Elena Am esbury
StaffWriter
Saturday's Winter Carnival at the 
Buchanan Kiewit Center was a suc­
cess, especially if you brought a few 
good friends and no inhibitions.
Before the general public was 
allowed in to the ResUfe-sponsored 
event, residence life advisors from 
Lawrence and several other schools 
got treated to three Lawrence bands 
to unwind to after a long day at the 
Beast Conference.
The bands were Vale Todo, 
Lawrence’s resident salsa band; 
KaShboxxx!!!, also known as The 
Dance-Punk Band, The Jack McCoys, 
and I Love! His Enormous Philosophy; 
and Bored to Tears, made up of 
Mark Johnson, Sarah Wexler, Asher 
Perlman and Gus Christensen.
While they played, the RLAs got 
“tired and sweaty," said RHD Sz- 
Min Chen. “The music was cool; the 
musicians played good sets. There 
was a lot of ‘Lawrence dancing,’” 
she explained, “sort of a hop and 
shake."
Senior RLA Kayla Johnson felt 
it was “great to relax and cut loose 
after the conference," and junior 
RLA Kat Kaszpurenko said it was 
good to “mingle with RLAs from
other schools in a more playful envi­
ronment." Along with the dancing 
there was miniature golf, an inflat­
able obstacle course, an inflatable 
jumping castle and sumo suits.
After the dancing the RLAs and 
the bands cleared out, and what was 
left was a lot of potential. Given the 
right friends, a lack of caring what 
others thought, and a large tuning 
in to one’s inner child, the different 
elements were a great hit. Sophmore 
RLA Gus Christensen noted that the 
obstacle course was “great, exciting, 
and more difficult backwards than 
forwards.”
The blue turreted inflatable cas­
tle evoked memories of birthday par­
ties and big trampolines, and even 
inspired a few flips. Freshman Katie 
Loppnow said she liked the castle 
because she “could push people 
without them getting hurt."
The only bad part of the carnival, 
Loppnow went on, was the sumo 
suit, because it was too large and 
she therefore had to “walk like a 
penguin." The sumo suits were pad­
ded “sumo bodies,” complete with a 
hair helmet and mitten hands, where 
the goal was to get an opponent out 
of the ring by wrestling or leaning 
on them.
All in all, the carnival was sweaty 
and highly entertaining.
world. This was an important shift 
from anti-terrorism to pro-democ­
racy. Although this was a dramatic 
shift for Bush, it received virtu­
ally no reaction from the American 
people.
These three phases are what 
Feinstein described as the “diag­
nosis" of foreign policy. Feinstein 
then went on to talk about his 
“prescription.” There are two prob­
lems today, he said: One is how 
to give life to doctrines that are 
meant only to deal with states, 
and the second is how to create 
alternatives. Feinstein’s solutions 
are “Responsibility to Protect" and 
“Duty to Prevent."
Responsibility to Protect is 
an idea that is currently backed 
by all members of the UN. The 
basic premise is that what happens 
to oppressed peoples elsewhere 
is other people’s issue. A govern­
ment’s first responsibility is to pro­
tect its people, and a government 
that fails to do so forfeits some of 
the privileges of sovereignty.
Feinstein conceived Duty to 
Prevent with a colleague. “Duty to 
Prevent" involves problems with 
the way rules are set up to deal 
with weapons of mass destruction. 
The main problem is that current 
doctrines assume that all states are 
the same. For example, North Korea 
and Norway are both treated the 
same way in terms of weapons of 
mass destruction.
“Closed societies need to be 
treated specially,” said Feinstein. 
“Nations have a responsibility to 
act quickly with problematic closed 
societies.”
Employing Duty to Prevent 
entails controlling the people 
who proliferate weapons of mass 
destruction, and using internation­
al resources to intervene quickly.
Feinstein’s talk is extremely 
prevalent today due to growing 
international concerns with weap­
ons of mass destruction concerning 
Iran and North Korea, along with 
the threat of terrorists. “Those of 
us with the time and energy have 
a responsibility to think critically 
about these issues,” he said.
Karen Patyk, the RHD from Ormsby, 
said, “It was interesting to learn about 
the differences between Lawrence 
and the schools in the UW system, 
particularly in the way they handle 
policy violations, but in the areas of 
programming and community devel­
opment as well."
Kayla Johnson, an RLA in Trever, 
was on die food committee. She 
helped organize all of the meals for 
the weekend and prepared a slide 
show with pictures of everyone enjoy­
ing themselves while participating in 
the conference.
Johnson said her favorite part of 
the weekend was learning about hall 
activities from other schools. “One 
thing I would like to try is a dog 
show,” Johnson said. “A person from 
another school asked the Humane 
Society to bring in a couple animals 
and talk about volunteering. It would 
be a fun hall program."
Colman’s head RLA, Patrick Ehlers, 
helped organize the agenda for BEAST. 
Before the weekend, he found it hard 
to predict which agenda item would 
be the best.
Tve seen so many interesting 
ideas pass in front of me that I can’t 
rightly remember which programs 
sounded particularly interesting," 
Ehlers said. “I’m more excited to get
Artist Spotlight: 
Arcadia
s»V
Senior Nick Drozdowicz and ‘05 
graduate Drew Thomas ha\'e been 
harboring a musical dream during 
their time at Lawrence. Writing and 
playing their no-holds-barred acoustic 
pop songs under the name Arcadia, 
these two philosophy majors - both 
from Madison - have been inspired 
to push their music to the next level. 
Here are some thoughts from Nick and 
Drew as they brace themselves for the 
next leg of their musical careers.
How and when did Arcadia come 
to be?
DT: It started as an acoustic duo 
in high school when I wanted some­
one to play with me for “Fine Arts 
Week,” which was a week of student 
performances at our high school. Nick 
then became interested in writing 
songs and we wrote together. Later 
we picked up a drummer and bass 
player to help us compete in a battle 
of the bands in Madison. We ended up 
tying for first but were edged out by 
another band in the split decision.
How would you describe your 
music?
ND: Sometimes funky, (hopefully) 
intelligent, energetic singer/songwrit­
er pop music.
How has your music developed 
over the years?
DT: I think over the years we have 
been able to develop more images in 
our lyrics, refine our guitar playing 
and part writing, and develop better 
melodies and harmonies.
ND: We’ve both been classically 
trained and studied some jazz in 
addition to all of the pop music we 
like. All of that stuff has been - and 
is still being - incorporated into our 
music. So it has evolved quite a bit, 
and continues to evolve.
Are there any artists or performers 
who have been particularly inspir­
ing to you?
ND: Yeah, there’s plenty. John 
Mayer for starters. I think he's an
Photo courtesy of Arradia
outstanding songwriter, and on 
top of it he’s a great guitar player. Jon 
Brion - he writes really cool tunes, 
plus he's a walking dictionary of pop 
music. Also, I recently saw Andrew 
Bird live. That was a pretty inspiring 
experience. I’m not sure I’ve ever seen 
such a consistent performer. He even 
whistles with near perfect intonation.
What can one expect from an 
Arcadia performance?
ND: One can expect to see us 
doing our best to play music that 
we’ve worked really hard writing, 
arranging and rehearsing - music that 
we’re proud of. We also like to joke 
around and have a good time with the 
audience.
Not being music majors, how 
does Arcadia fit into the rest of 
your endeavors?
ND: It provides a nice balance so 
that school and work don’t become 
overwhelming, although during the 
school year I wish there was more 
time to dedicate to writing, rehears­
ing, etc. Also, I think that school has 
really been a helpful tool for writing 
solid lyrics. The more I read, the more 
I run across different ideas or even 
specific phrases that are eventually 
incorporated lyrically in one way or 
another.
DT: It is the sun and everything 
else revolves around it.
What kind of goals do you have 
for Arcadia in the near and/or dis­
tant future?
DT: We plan on moving to Boston 
to develop our music further with 
our bass player, who goes to Berklee 
School of Music. With luck, we will 
have some success.
ND: As far as the short term goes, 
I think we just need to keep rehears­
ing and tightening up our live per­
formance. One thing I’d really like to 
tighten up is my ability to sing harmo­
nies. I’ve come a long way, but it’s still 
something that is difficult for me.
to meet and talk to RAs from other 
schools and get a more universal per­
spective on the job.”
This confer­
ence was well- 
timed, coming 
the weekend after 
many students 
received RLA rec­
ommendations in 
their mailboxes.
Mettille recom­
mended that stu­
dents apply for the 
job. “The skills and 
abilities you devel­
op throughout the 
year will help you 
tremendously in 
the rest of your 
life," he said.
And, of course, 
you’ll get to attend
a residence life conference like BEAST. 
RLA applications are available in 
Raymond House.
I f
J K
Photo by Erin Ober
Lawrence RLAs Melody Waring and Chelsea Wagner greet RAs from around 
the Upper Midwest during the BEAST conference last weekend.
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Lies and Untruths
P eter G ille tte
Opinion Columnist
Trip and Fall
Last Monday Corin Howland, 
erstwhile layout editor of this news­
paper and surprisingly affable cur­
mudgeon, called my attention to The 
New York Times, and its photographs 
of several “ice dancers” tripping and 
falling in spectacular fashion delight­
ed me down to my very soul.
I began to realize that figure skat­
ing - and its many bastard offshoots 
that clutter the margins of legitimate 
athletic pursuits - is a sport best 
rendered in still life. Everything I 
need to know about the world of 
figure skating 1 can discover from a 
photograph: Nancy Kerrigan crying, 
Michelle Kwan crying, Oksana Baiul 
crying, some Russian woman falling 
before, one presumes, crying.
All right, class. It’s time for the 
SAT analogy portion of this column:
Figure Skating is to a real sport 
what US Weekly is to James Joyce; 
what Dr. Phil is to, say, Richard 
Dawkins; what Mr. Wizard is to 
Robert Oppenheimer; what a dumb, 
tackily dressed, mascara-addicted 
drunk girl with a digital camera at a 
freshman party is to Ansel Adams.
Remember: Figure skating
spawned the movie “The Cutting 
Edge." It took the combined efforts 
of “Cool Runnings" and “Miracle" to 
redeem the Winter Olympics’ film 
legacy.
It’s my sister’s fault I loathe fig 
ure skating. Every wintry Saturday for 
almost a decade, she’d be in front of 
the TV watching figure skating. What 
really made me angry was when she 
wasn’t watching figure skating: she 
had programmed the VCR - during 
prime time - so that the TV was tied 
up by the exact same routine she 
watched and taped the week before.
And she taped over my 
“Animaniacs" time and time again.
Figure skating and ice dancing 
are the chick equivalent to NASCAR. 
I hate NASCAR, too. Like figure skat­
ing, NASCAR is ubiquitous. Also like 
figure skating, NASCAR is not really 
a sport.
In real sports - say, basketball, 
hockey, soccer, baseball, archery, 
curling, ultimate frisbee, football, 
etc. - points are not awarded for 
grace, artistry, or anything of the like. 
That’s why figure skating is illegiti­
mate, except as a loathsome form of 
artistic entertainment. And NASCAR 
is not a real sport because the only 
muscles exercised are the right foot 
and the mullet muscle. Ever seen a 
driver jump out of the car and sprint 
the last lap?
The Winter Olympics ought to 
feature basketball, a good sport for 
sure. In HDTV Olympic broadcasts 
of the summer games, it is said that 
you can actually hear the deflation of 
Allen Iverson’s ego.
“Doping" provides most of the 
entertainment in Torino, wherever 
that is. The Super Bowl was terrible. 
Our two highest-rated sports are 
fake. Ask sustainable gardener and 
sports editor Alex Week - the best 
sports, just like the best vegetables, 
are homegrown.
So turn off NBC, turn on WLFM 
- better yet, get to Alex (not Week). 
22 and 0, playoff excitement in the 
air, and no doping subplots in sight. 
Odds are, nobody will trip and fall.
Except maybe Carroll’s ranking.
PoinfrCounterpoint: Conceal and carry veto
Concealed guns promote fear There is still hope far this law
Ben Pauli
Staff Writer
Although met with little fanfare 
or media coverage, Wisconsin gover­
nor Jim Doyle recently stopped a leg­
islative attempt to end Wisconsin’s 
133-year ban on carrying concealed 
weapons.
The bill to allow Wisconsinites to 
carry concealed guns in public was 
passed by both the State Senate and 
Assembly, though surveys showed 
that the majority of Wisconsinites 
opposed it. Doyle then vetoed the 
bill. Following this, the Senate 
voted to override the veto, but the 
Assembly failed to reach the two- 
thirds majority needed to overturn 
the veto, falling just two votes short 
of the required 66.
With this action, Wisconsin 
remains one of only four states
- with Illinois, Nebraska and Kansas
- that do not allow citizens to carry 
concealed guns. The bill would have 
required that if a store wanted to 
prohibit concealed guns on the 
premises, they would have to post 
such a prohibition as well as ver­
bally notify each costumer of the 
regulation. This type of requirement 
simply provides too great a burden 
on those that do not want guns in 
their store.
Beyond this, however, allowing 
the carrying of concealed weap­
ons would be a mistake in its own 
right. No accepted empirical data 
show that permitting the carrying of 
concealed weapons deters crime - 
although, admittedly, no data show 
that it raises crime, either, though 
Iowa, Michigan and Minnesota all 
have conceal and carry and higher 
crime rates than Wisconsin.
More important, however, is the
fact that police agencies throughout 
the state are staunchly opposed to 
the carrying of concealed weapons. 
Both the Wisconsin County Police 
Association and the Wisconsin 
Sheriffs and Deputy Sheriffs 
Association have voiced opposition 
to the bill, saying that more citizens 
carrying guns will make their jobs 
increasingly dangerous and that the 
training required for the permit 
does not ensure rational action dur­
ing tense situations.
Many argue that the right to 
carry a concealed weapon falls 
under the rights assured by the 
Second Amendment. The Second 
Amendment, however, was meant 
to protect the citizens’ rights to own
Ben Pauli is a member of Students for 
Leftist Action.
deadly weapons in case the need 
arose to overthrow or resist a tyran­
nical government. And, while this 
may protect one’s ultimate right to 
own a gun, it does not guarantee the 
right to carry a concealed gun in 
public. Finally, allowing citizens to 
carry concealed guns only perpetu­
ates a culture of fear and violence. 
It creates a society that accepts 
vigilante action and violent conflict 
under the guise of personal liberty.
Chef Shaunna
Shaunna B urnett
V-Day hair 
removal recipe
The annual production of Eve 
Ensler's “Vagina Monologues" runs 
this Saturday and Sunday at 8 p.m. 
In honor of it, I'm writing a slightly 
different column than I have in the 
past.
The Monologues have been 
inspiring debates between a close 
friend and me. My friend main­
tains that women should simply 
eschew standard beauty ideals and 
sidestep the entire mess of dou­
ble standards in our society. This 
misses the point. Beauty is inher­
ently enjoyable to everyone, from 
infants to people who aren’t nec­
essarily planning on pursuing the 
oft-objectified beauty. Additionally, 
a person’s reasons for choosing 
more mainstream beauty vary. It 
isn’t necessarily to attract a sexual 
partner, mate or inspire chivalry. 
Personal beauty is a work of art and 
self-expression, an aesthetic rev­
elry of sorts. Because people inter­
pret individuals’ varied expressions 
of beauty in certain ways does not 
mean that the expression of beauty 
ought to be suppressed.
The monologue “Hair" raises 
questions about our attitudes 
toward beauty, sex, and body 
hair, ultimately ending opposed 
to razors and in favor of hair. 
For this weekend’s performance, 
rethink your ideas of beauty, your 
relationship with society by means
Michael Papincak
Staff Writer
There has been a discouraging 
trend in Governor Doyle’s career 
in the past few years. This trend 
would be to veto almost everything 
that the Republican-controlled State 
Assembly and Senate have passed 
regarding issues that are important to 
Wisconsinites.
The most recent piece of legisla­
tion to be passed by the Assembly 
and Senate and then vetoed by Doyle 
concerns the legality of carrying con­
cealed weapons.
From my understanding, this 
was passed in December and was 
then vetoed by the governor. The 
Republicans decided that they must 
override this veto, which they did 
in the State Senate. However, when 
this went to the Assembly, two key 
Democrats, who first voted for the bill 
to make carrying and concealing legal, 
voted in support of the Democratic 
governor.
They, of course, said that no 
political pressure was in play, but 
how could you believe that, espe­
cially when the governor is of the 
same party? It came down to two 
key politicians from the same party 
and the party saw an opportunity to 
beat out the overpowering Republican 
strength in the state government and 
took it, even if they had to pressure 
two supportive politicians into it.
In their defense, both representa­
tives, Terry Van Akkeren and John 
Steinbrink, said that concerns coming 
from their respective districts were 
the main reason why they changed
their minds about the bill. They also 
both stated that they had some prob­
lems with certain amendments to 
the bill.
1 am all for concealed weapons 
as long as there is a clear and concise 
process for giving permits and as long 
as the wrong people do not get these 
permits. I also support an amend­
ment that states that businesses can 
decide for themselves whether or not 
people with concealed weapons are 
allowed to enter or not. But I do have 
to say, I do not think that having con­
cealed weapons in malls and places 
that involve small children is a good 
idea. I also have to agree that places 
that serve alcohol will not mix well 
with this law either.
Michael Papincak is a member of the 
College Republicans.
As long there are checks and bal­
ances in the bill that make this law 
safe, I am all for it. I feel that this bill 
will come up again and pass success­
fully without a veto, especially if we 
get a Republican governor in the elec­
tion coming up in November, which I 
think we will.
of your beauty, and decide how you 
feel about your beauty regimen. If 
you still want to remove body hair, 
try my favorite sugaring recipe 
(remember those Nad’s commer­
cials?) that calls for a microwave- 
able bowl, two cups of sugar, a 
quarter cup of water, a quarter cup 
of lemon juice, and a lot of strips 
of cloth.
Cut the cloth into strips before 
you begin. Shower and don’t put 
on lotion afterward. Mix the sugar 
and liquids and microwave on high 
for two to three minutes, until the 
sugar bubbles and is smooth. Let it 
cool. If it cools too much, heat it on 
high for 20-30 seconds, until it can 
be more easily applied.
Before you start ripping hair 
out and finding fuzz stuck to you, 
taste the sugar mix. It’s like melted 
lemon drops and is the reward for 
your industry and the pain you are 
about to endure.
Next, smooth the mix in a very 
thin layer onto wherever you’re 
removing hair, in the direction of 
hair growth. Smooth the cloth strip 
on top of it, rubbing your hand over 
it; hold the skin taught, and rip that 
strip right off. Breathe, wipe your 
eyes, and decide if you want to 
continue. Having a partner pull the 
strips for you is helpful if you can 
procure one. Afterward, wash up, 
lotion up, and in the coming days 
don't forget to exfoliate. You can 
wash and reuse the cloths.
Think of this painful hair 
removal experience during the 
“Short Skirt" monologue, remem­
bering to make informed beauty 
decisions.
Physical Plant
con tin u ed  from  p a g e  1
declined to comment.
While it has been difficult to 
obtain any clear answers about the 
issue, this may be due less to the 
possibility that there is something 
to hide than to the reality that there 
really are no clear answers at the 
moment. In this time of transition, 
everything is still up in the air.
Moder commented, “It's unfor­
tunate what's happened, but they 
feel they’re doing what’s best for 
the university.” Moder also repeat­
edly affirmed how much he had 
enjoyed working at Lawrence, say­
ing, “Lawrence University has been 
wonderful." He also mentioned that 
he “really enjoyed working with peo­
ple," a fact that is readily apparent 
in how well-regarded he still is at 
Lawrence.
Fellows
con tin u ed  fro m  p a g e  1
currently has room for only four 
more fellows. Beck will probably seek 
funding for more, but it is likely that 
only 1 percent of those who applied 
will be hired. Lawrence was one of 
five institutions nationwide that was 
awarded $100,000 by the New York- 
based Teagle Foundation to support 
the fellows program.
What are the departments look­
ing for? Peter Glick, director of the 
program, said, “The best and the 
brightest, which means basically the 
most exciting, talented teacher-schol- 
ar-performers who can do great work 
with students and faculty, increase 
intellectual excitement on campus 
and teach great classes."
Departments also lode for people 
who look like they will enhance the 
department’s offerings and are likely 
to work with the faculty.
Lawrence’s director of research 
administration, Bill Skinner, stated 
that the results of the study - which 
includes self-assessment of teaching 
and scholarship, video and in-class 
observations, course evaluations, and 
surveys - “are expected to provide 
beneficial information not only on
the Lawrence Fellows program but 
be helpful to programs conducted at 
other institutions as well."
David Sunderlin, the fellow in the 
geology department, is amazed by 
the questions the students ask in and 
after dass and the dose relationship 
between teachers and students.
“It helps me to find out how to 
teach the dass and it is great to see 
how the students respond to it and 
raise new topics that they are really 
interested in," he said.
Annette Thornton from the 
Department of Theatre Arts said, “I 
met a generous group of faculty dur­
ing the Freshman Studies Symposium 
who became my champions and life­
lines during the term. I also had the 
privilege and joy to work dosely with 
my theater colleagues on the fall 
play. These two opportunities com­
bined gave me a realistic view of the 
“Lawrence Difference.”
For students who are interested 
in taking dasses hdd by current fd- 
lows, here are some of in the course 
offerings by Lawrence Fellows in 
spring term: Topics in Music History: 
Life and Times with Danid Barolsky, 
The American Musical with Annette 
Thornton, Absolute Idealism with 
Jennifer Keefe, Surfidal Processes 
with David Sunderlin or Introduction 
to Queer Theory with Mdanie Boyd.
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Gender-neutral housing
The approval of gender-neutral housing by the Residence life  
Committee marks a significant new freedom for Lawrence students. 
Next year, the Large Executive House, the third and fourth floors of 
Hiett Hall, and some general-lottery small houses will allow opposite- 
sex roommates. Students living in theme houses will choose whether or 
not to designate their houses as gender neutral.
. Recent surveys show that an overwhelming majority of students 
support this change, although only a small number indicated that they 
would actually prefer to share a room with someone of the opposite 
sex.
Still, we think that this is a necessary measure for those who might 
be more comfortable with a roommate of a different gender. Students 
should be trusted to deal with any conflicts that might arise in these liv­
ing situations in the same way that they are able to deal with problems 
under current housing rules.
The obvious concern with this freedom is the possibility of hetero­
sexual couples choosing to live together. However, this is already an 
option for homosexual couples, and we think that heterosexual couples 
should be allowed the same right. Sharing a room with a significant 
other has the potential to be emotionally tumultuous, but so does living 
with a close friend.
We trust that Lawrence students are aware of the risks inherent in 
sharing a room, and will make informed decisions regarding their living 
spaces. Choosing a roommate is one small freedom along the way to 
post-graduation autonomy, and learning to make wise decisions about 
our relationships with other people is something we all have to do on 
a daily basis.
rBJ The Lawrentian wants a new business manager!
This is a paid position $$$. You will be responsible 
for managing The Lawrentian's finances, budget, 
and payroll. Please call Corey Lehnert (x7314) or 
Katharine Enoch (x7161) if interested. 
___________________________________________________ p
Romance 
according 
to Kate
K ate  O stler
Advice Columnist
Real world and 
rumors
Dear Kate,
I ’m a senior and I ’ll be graduat­
ing this spring. Where do grown-ups 
go to meet people in the real world? 
-I’ve Got a Diploma But No Date
Dear Diploma,
The truth is, it’s probably a 
whole lot easier for us to meet 
people than it is for real, working 
adults, who have to juggle their 
social lives on top of their careers. 
Without a campus community, in 
which social and academic duties 
often go hand in hand, the task of 
meeting someone to date may seem 
daunting.
I think the trick is to keep your 
work separate from your social life. 
If you concentrate on doing your 
best at work, then at the end of the 
day you'll feel more relaxed and 
be more willing to take a break to 
hang out with friends. It’ll be just 
as important to you in the future 
as it is now to have a solid group 
of friends with whom you can 
relax and enjoy yourself. Meet your 
friends at a coffee shop, and check 
out the other customers. Go to
your favorite bar, drink down some 
social lubricant to start the night off 
right, and start a conversation with 
someone you’ve been admiring. If 
you’ve still got money after paying 
off your student loans (and hitting 
the bars), go grocery shopping, and 
casually start a conversation with 
another single shopper.
The possibilities are endless 
- you’ve just got to be creative and 
assertive, and let people know how 
great you are.
Dear Kate,
A while ago I  hooked up with 
this guy, and recently I  found out 
that he’s been spreading rumors 
about me. What should I  do?
-He Had a Small Penis Anyway
Dear Small,
Although I usually advocate tak­
ing action and doing something 
aggressive to change or improve 
a situation, in this case I think 
the best thing to do is to go on 
with your usual routine. Sure, the 
rumors are most likely really outra­
geous and probably paint you in 
a bad light. However, all of us on 
campus have heard rumors, and 
most of us with any sort of com­
mon sense can discern that they’re 
generally exaggerated stories, and 
have only been started for vindic­
tive or malicious purposes.
If anyone mentions these rumors 
to you personally, simply state the 
facts, and try to keep yourself from 
speaking negatively about this guy 
or what happened when you two 
hooked up. If you maintain your 
composure, and allow everyone to 
see that these rumors are obviously 
untrue, you'll come out on top.
The opinions expressed in these editorials are those of the stu­
dents. faculty, and community members who submitted them. All 
facts'are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not 
endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which 
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian wel­
comes everyone to submit their own opinions using the param­
eters outlined in the masthead.
PHOTO POLL:
If you could create a new academic 
department, what would it be?
“The department of piratol 
ogy: key focus how to defeat 
nh\jas.”
-Jay Dansand
Ny  *
“Stromatolitology... Oh wait, 
nobody cares abour fossil­
ized microbial mats but me.* 
-Noah Planavsky
“Applied pretensia. Emphasis 
on the self-design major of 
bullshit studies.”
-Susan Galasso
“Intelligent Design." 
-Katy Stanton & Aaron Jubb
“Awesomology.1 
Vtercin Tasz
Photo poll by Lou E Perella & Alex Fairchild
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—The Lawrentian reserves the 
right to print any submissions 
received after the above dead­
line and to edit each submis­
sion for clarity, decency, and 
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should 
not be more than 350 words,
and will be edited for clarity, 
decency, and grammar. 
—Guest editorials may be 
arranged by contacting the 
editor in chief or the editorials 
editor in advance of the pub­
lishing date.
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Choirs to present life "Through the Looking Glass"
A m elia  Perron
StaffWriter
The Lawrence choirs w ill be 
performing in the comfort of their 
home stage Friday for the last 
time before venturing to Omaha, 
Neb. for the North Central ACDA 
Convention on March 3.
No promises about the music 
being comforting, though - the 
title of the program, “Through the 
Looking Glass," doesn’t mean rose- 
tinted glasses.
Choir director Rick Bjella 
explained the unifying theme of 
the concert. “The idea is looking at 
life in its fullest form. Or you could 
think of it as a reflection from past 
lives.”
The Lawrence Chorale will be 
singing music by Brahms - move­
ments from “Ziguenerlieder" - and 
Sarah Hopkins’ “Past Life Melodies." 
“There are dramatically disparate 
emotions expressed in these piec­
es,” Bjella remarked.
After the Chorale, the Concert 
Choir and Women’s Choir will pro­
ceed with music they will be per­
forming in Omaha. “It’s really an 
incredibly contrasting program," 
said Bjella. “We’ve got music from 
the 1400s, to a piece that was writ­
ten last fall that we’ll be premiering 
in Omaha."
The program w ill include early 
works like Johannes Ciconia’s
“Venecie mundi splendor / Michael 
qui Steno domus," and 2005’s 
“Dances to Life" by Mack Wilberg. 
The variety should be a good show­
case for both this week’s concert 
and the upcoming festival.
Being accepted to the festival 
is an impressive achievement - 
among 16 choirs representing the 
six states of the North Central divi­
sion, both the Women's Choir and 
the Concert Choir w ill represent 
Lawrence.
The “centerpiece" of the pro­
gram, according to Bjella, is Veljo 
Tormis’ “Raua Needmine." The text, 
in Estonian, is a protest against 
man’s use of iron. According to the 
program notes, “Everything created 
by man may turn against himself if 
he starts using his creation without 
attention to ethics. The evil hidden 
in iron will turn against the man 
through the man himself; if people 
will not listen to the voice of rea­
son, iron may destroy everybody.”
Set to music, it becomes, as 
Bjella put it, “nine-and-a-half min­
utes of really intensive singing and 
almost violent actions." The piece, 
which the Concert Choir performed 
earlier in the year, w ill be sung 
from memory to accommodate the 
actions suggested in the score.
“This isn’t some show choir 
thing,” said sophomore Grant 
Anderson. “They're more like fright 
gestures. It really affects the emo­
tions." Besides the challenges of 
memorizing 72 pages of Estonian, 
Anderson said there are also “lots 
of vocal techniques you don’t usu­
ally hear. It’s going to be a spec­
tacle."
The Women’s Choir w ill also 
have an eclectic program, including 
sacred works ranging from renais­
sance to contemporary, and a num­
ber of works representing diverse 
cultures. Highlighting a more 
upbeat take on life are works such 
as by Andrew Rindfleisch, based on 
a poem by Emily Dickinson.
Freshman Dani Simandl com­
mented on the piece. “It captures 
what Emily wrote with this very 
cool sound," Simandl said. “The 
music put to her words is very 
upbeat and full of life.”
Aside from preparing for a con­
cert and a festival, many singers are 
recovering from the intense sched­
uling required to put on Mozart’s 
“The Magic Flute.”
“It’s been challenging with the 
opera as far as memorization and 
staying healthy," said sophomore 
Emily Fink. “Having a lot of rep­
ertoire, we have been taking baby 
steps on memorization along the 
way to be prepared.”
Bjella agreed that it has been 
challenging. “No doubt about that. 
But they’re troopers. I’m looking 
forward to the concert with great 
anticipation."
Wind Ensemble joins Appleton West at PAC
Veronica DeVore
StaffWriter
The Lawrence University Wind 
Ensemble w ill present a concert 
together with musicians from 
Appleton West High School at the 
Fox Cities Performing Arts Center 
Monday. The performance, which 
begins at 7:30 p.m., w ill also fea­
ture guest bass trombonist Charlie 
Vernon.
Professor Andrew Mast, con 
ductor of both the Lawrence Wind 
Ensemble and Symphonic Band, 
said that the idea for a musical 
collaboration with Appleton West 
began about a year ago. Appleton 
West band director Mike Ross was 
very enthusiastic about the pos­
sibility, and he was able to select 
Vernon as the guest artist for the 
program.
Vernon is an incredibly sought- 
after performer and teacher, as 
well as a member of the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra. He currently 
serves on the faculty at DePaul 
and Northwestern University, hav­
ing previously taught at the Curtis 
Institute of Music and the Brevard 
Music Center.
Vernon is also a talented solo­
ist and a true ambassador for his 
instrument. He gave the world 
premiere of Ellen Taafe Zwillich’s 
Concerto for Bass Trombone with 
the CSO in 1991 as part of the 
orchestra’s centennial celebration, 
and he released an album com­
posed entirely of pieces for solo 
bass trombone and tuba, accompa­
nied by composer and pianist Eric 
Ewazen.
One amazon.com reviewer com­
mented, “Charles Vernon expands 
the lyrical and technical capabili­
ties of the bass trombone, the 
likes of which have never been 
heard before. Mr. Vernon whispers 
and shouts with the instrument in 
a nearly impossible range, seem­
ingly effortlessly. He is a pioneer in 
bringing the bass trombone to the 
forefront as a solo instrument."
To demonstrate Vernon’s tal­
ents as a performer, Mast and Ross 
included a special arrangement of
the piece “We’ve Loved Before” on 
Monday’s program. According to 
Mast, this piece w ill “show off 
iVernon’s] lyrical side." In addition, 
Vernon w ill perform on the piece 
“Variations on Barnacle B ill the 
Sailor," which Mast called “a typi­
cal theme and variations in a late 
19th-/early 20th century format 
for soloists."
Other pieces on the program not 
featuring Vernon are Gustav Holst’s 
masterpiece “Hammersmith," and 
“Smetana Fanfare” by Pulitzer-win­
ning composer Karel Husa. Finally, 
the concert will end with David 
Dzubay’s piece “Ra!" which Mast 
called “muscular and energetic.”
Tickets for Monday’s concert, 
which cost $5 for students and 
$8 for adults, are available at the 
Lawrence University Box Office or 
at the door. The performance will 
highlight the talents of high school, 
college, and professional musicians 
alike in what could develop into 
a collaborative tradition between 
Lawrence University and Appleton 
schools.
rhoto by Ryan D
ew Mart rehearses the Wind Ensemble in prepei ation for their performance at the PAC Monday.
SMEE New Music concert 
stirs chapel audience
Photo by Cora Schroeder 
Fellow Jennifer Frtzgerald and students Paul Feyertag, Joe Pfender. Bryan Teoh, Erik Schoster and 
Graham FHand improvise durring the new music concert sponsored by the SMEE house Sunday.
Jessica Vogt
StaffWriter
A piano was the only classi­
cal fixture on the Memorial Chapel 
stage at the Spontaneous Musical 
Enlightenment and Education 
House’s new music concert Sunday 
night.
Other items Uttering the stage 
included several tables full of com­
puters, microphones, amps of vary­
ing sizes and enough cords to wire 
a small house. The entire setup was 
absurdly incongruous in the chapel, 
and would have been more appro­
priately suited to a rock concert 
amphitheater.
At ten minutes past 8 p.m., a shy 
and mild-mannered Paul Feyertag, 
composer and organizer of the con­
cert, with dyed red hair and black 
heavy-rimmed glasses, walked on 
stage and addressed the audience, 
quietly reminding us to turn off all 
cell phones - a remark that seemed 
rather odd, considering the multi­
tude of electronics filling the stage 
behind him.
The show began with two acous­
tic compositions: “Duet for Clarinet 
and Oboe,” by freshman Stephen X. 
Flynn, and senior Scott Sandersfeld’s 
“Blanche McCarthy” for voice and 
string quintet. After these two rela­
tively “normal" pieces, the concert 
began a full-scale electric assault on 
the eardrums.
Bryan Teoh’s “Urban Decay" was 
the perfect beginning to this offen­
sive. A sparse composition, Teoh’s 
nonstandard amplified guitar blend­
ed with percussion played by Greg 
Erskint, creating what could easily 
fit with the urtian montage opening 
of any movie.
On the inspiration for his com­
position, Teoh commented, “It’s 
bafced on a photo series I saw a 
few years ago of old abandoned 
buildings falling apart. The differ­
ent times of day transformed each 
landscape from threatening to scary
to warm and inviting.
The second half of the concert 
was a symphony of electronics. The 
eclectic, mild-mannered, introspec­
tive bunch of performers sat behind 
computers, creating sounds wild 
in contrast to their own appear­
ances. Teoh, who also performed on 
electronics, likened his approach to 
electronic improvisation to sculpt­
ing.
“I create a large block of sound 
and then mold it into what I want," 
he said.
The electronic improvisers used 
custom-made computer software to 
create and mold sound from both 
live and prerecorded noise. The art­
ists appeared to be trying to find 
meaning underneath the static and 
rumblings of ordinary air - as if 
they were listening for and finding 
the blips and beeps of alien life.
Senior Reid Stratton, who cre­
ated the final piece,"... two bright 
rings, though I was there," has a 
moderately different approach to 
electronics. His prerecorded piece 
used field recordings and only 
altered the volume and time of each 
sound.
“I wanted to write music that 
didn’t have key signatures and quar­
ter notes ... to let the sounds speak 
for themselves,” Stratton said. “I 
used my judgment and my ear to 
decide what sounds would come 
in, how long they would last, and 
how they would interact with one 
another."
The sound filling the chapel was 
pensive, obtrusive, poetic, empty 
and strident all at the same time. 
Noise like this could induce insanity 
- indeed, one wonders if this is what 
a crazy person hears.
If you could call it music, it was 
certainly of the most unconven­
tional sort. Perhaps a better name 
would be “sculpted noise," or “aural 
poetry.” But whether music or noise, 
the SMEE concert could not have 
been better.
The Lawrentian seek s a new  ad manager! 
This is  a paid p o sitio n  $$$ . No prior ex p e­
rience is  necessary . Our ad m anager is  
resp on sib le  for handling the ads p laced  in  
every issu e , com m unicating  w ith  ad agen­
cies, and d efin ing  prices. Please contact 
Jon H om e (x7182) if  in terested .
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Didus earns right to wrestle at nationals
T im  Ruberton
Staff Writer
Lawrence senior wrestler Ben 
Dictus qualified for the NCAA 
Division III National Tournament 
for the third time in as many 
years after finishing second at the 
Wisconsin Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference Championships in Eau 
Claire Saturday.
Dictus, wrestling in the 184- 
pound weight class, dropped -a 
major decision, 10-1, against Jason 
Luloff of University of Wisconsin- 
La Crosse in the first-place bout, 
failing to defend his 2005 class 
title, but defeated Mike Schmidt of 
UW-Whitewater, 5-3, in the wrestle- 
back to grab second.
Aside from Dictus’s achieve­
ments, the tournament and the 
season had few bright spots for the
Lawrence team; at the conference 
championships, no other Viking 
placed higher than fourth in his 
class: James Williamson (125), Tony 
Norton (141), and John Budi (174) 
all took foiiTth, while Joe Austin 
(165) ahd Scott Polewach (197) fin­
ished fifth.
• As a whole, the Lawrence side 
finished last in the seven-team field 
with 58 points, with UW-La Crosse 
winning ,jhe'overall championship 
with 159 points. La Crosse wres­
tlers won seven of the 10 weight 
classes.
Though a rather grim (1-10, 0-6 
WIAC) season is over for most of 
the team, Dictus’s work will con­
tinue in the national tournament 
March 3-4 at the College of New 
Jersey in Ewing, N.J. At the WIAC 
tournament, Dictus beat Brandon 
Conley of UW-Platteville handily 
(14-5) in the quarterfinal bout.
Women drop heartbreaker
Philip Roy
Staff Writer
The Lawrence women played 
their final game of the regular 
season Saturday when the Green 
Knights of St. Norbert College vis­
ited Alexander Gymnasium. The 
prior meeting of the two teams 
back in January was a tight, scrap­
py encounter in which the Vikings 
came out the victors.
Unlike the De Pere game, the 
Vikings managed to get off to a good 
start and led through most of the 
first half. A string of missed shots 
and turnovers, however, allowed the 
Green Knights back into contention 
and the teams headed into the break 
deadlocked at 25-25.
The second half was a hard- 
fought affair, with the lead changing 
hands 10 times. The Vikings created 
several opportunities but were ham­
pered by 1-6 shooting from behind 
the arc. The Green Knights, on the 
other hand, converted 5 of 8 3-point 
attempts as they stayed close in the 
dying minutes of the game.
Lawrence held the edge 57-52 
with 1:44 on the clock and it looked 
like hosting rights were theirs for the
taking. St. Norbert would have none 
of this, however, as they quickly 
tied the game with a 3-pointer and 
a layup. With 24 seconds left in the 
game, Claire Getzoff had her shot 
blocked by Norbert’s Meggan Hau. 
Green Knights’ star center Bianca 
White then converted 1 of 2 from 
the line after being fouled with one 
second remaining to hand Lawrence 
the 1-point defeat.
Getzoff led Lawrence’s offen­
sive effort with 20 points, and Kelly 
Mulcahy added 17.
With the series between the 
teams tied at a game apiece for this 
season, the Vikings will have their 
chance at vengeance when they face 
the Green Knights yet again in a 
MWC Tournament semifinal today. 
Carroll bagged hosting rights by 
downing Beloit over the weekend 
and w ill face Ripon in the other 
semifinal. The winner of the tourna­
ment w ill receive an automatic bid 
to the NCAA Tournament.
The Vikes hope they can pull off 
what Ripon did last year and take 
the championship as a No. 3 seed. 
The semifinals are at 5 and 7 p.m., 
with live stats available through the 
Midwest Conference website. The 
final w ill tip off at 2 p.m. Saturday.
His next bout, the semifinal 
against UW-Stevens Point’s Craig 
Bollig was a tenser affair. Bolhg’s 
evasive style was familiar to Dictus, 
who said the bout “was similar 
to the dual (meet against Stevens 
Point on January 31],” in which he 
beat Bollig 3-1. “He never steps in 
and is always moving backwards," 
said Dictus.
In Saturday’s bout, Dictus was 
tied with Bollig 1-1 at the end of 
regulation and the bout went to 
overtime. Dictus scored a takedown 
with twelve seconds remaining in 
the extra period to win the bout 3- 
1 and advance to the finals against 
Luloff.
The final match, according to 
both Dictus and the 10-1 final 
score, “didn’t go well.” Upon mov­
ing into the wrestle-back bracket, 
Dictus faced Whitewater’s Schmidt 
for second-place honors - and the
all-important at-large bid to the 
NCAA tournament - winning 5-3.
Schmidt scored a takedown in 
the second period, but the Lawrence 
wrestler was able to escape the 
ensuing par terre for 1 point, quick­
ly turned the tables and earned a 2- 
point takedown of his own. Dictus 
controlled Schmidt long enough at 
the end of the match to score the 
bout’s single time-advantage point, 
clinching the victory.
Dictus recalled his final regular 
season at Lawrence with mixed 
emotions, saying of the team’s dis­
appointing showing, “It was a long 
season and we went through a lot 
... [Wei lost a few key players ... so 
we were short on numbers, but I 
am proud to have wrestled with the 
guys that did stick it out."
As for the rest of the season, 
Dictus has high hopes: “I plan on 
being an all-American,” he said.
Viking skaters tie, lose
Kyle Dallm an
Staff Writer
The hockey team entered last 
weekend’s doubleheader looking to 
bounce back from an ugly series in 
which they were outscored 15-4 in 
two losses. Their opponent, Marian 
College, came into the weekend boast­
ing an unbeaten record over their past 
six games.
Early in Game 1, Lawrence attack­
ers showed their speed, creating fast 
break after fast break, and managed 
any quick changes of momentum from 
Marian with ease. Lawrence defenders 
let little leak through, and what did 
manage to get through was mopped 
up by Goalie Daniel Ljung, who looked 
smooth throughout.
The Vikings’ early hustle paid off 
when senior Pete Mossberg lit the lamp 
after a scramble in front of the Marian 
net. The Vikes convincingly held their 
opponents at bay until a rejuvenated 
Marian team started the third period 
at a torrid pace, firing shot after shot 
through a worn Lawrence defense. A 
delay-of-game call on Lawrence’s Josh 
Peterson came at the right time for 
Marian who capitalized on the ensu­
ing power play and evened the score 
at 1, managing to trickle one past a 
sprawling Daniel Ljung.
It seemed the Vikes would prevail 
when they took the lead with less 
than two minutes remaining on a 
beauty from Kalle Larsson but were 
heartbroken when Marian scored off 
the next face-off with 50 seconds left 
in regulation, making the score 2-2. 
Marian carried the momentum into 
overtime, where an exhausted Vikings 
team managed only 1 shot to Marian’s 
8, but Lawrence escaped with a tie.
Game 2 picked up right where 
Game 1 left off - with a dominating 
showing from a Marian squad who 
controlled the puck for much of the 
game and capitalized on solid passing 
that created opportunities. A frus­
trated Lawrence squad was forced to 
take mostly long-range shots, many of 
them meeting metal, not net.
“I hit the post six times over the 
weekend, and four on Saturday," said 
Freshman Mitch Sabo. “We didn’t get 
any of the bounces."
Despite 2 goals from Evan 
Thornton and another from Josh 
Peterson, the Vikes couldn’t hold off a 
hungry Marian team that really poured 
it on for a 5-goal second period en 
route to a 7-3 victory.
After a week off to prepare, the 
MCHA will gather in the Appleton 
Family Ice Center March 3-5 as 
Lawrence hosts the MCHA tourna­
ment.
Photo by Peter Griffith
Claire Getzoff. Jenny Stoner, and the women's basketball team will have a chance to redeem them­
selves against St. Norbert this weekend at the Midwest Conference Tournament at Carroll.
We need a new distribution manager! This is 
a paid position $$$. The distribution 
manager is in charge of managing the 
distribution staff that circulates the 
newspapers around the campus and to local 
businesses. If interested, please contact 
Meghan McCallum (x7365).
Featured Athlete: 
Steve Vander Naalt
Since transferring from the University of 
Illinois after his freshman year, senior Steve 
Vander Naalt has been a top swimmer for the 
Lawrence men. He currently holds individual 
team records for the 200-yard individual 
medley and 100-yard backstroke, as well as 
participating in the record-holding 400-yard 
medley relay. Vander Naalt recently polished 
off his Lawrence career with three titles at his 
final Midwest Conference ChamptonsHips.
'
Name: Steve Vander Naalt 
Year Senior
Major/Minor: Chemistry/Psychology 
Hometown: Carol Stream, HI. Fboto by Lou E FWela
Plans for next year Medical school in Chicago at Loyola or Rush 
University. ..
Favorite LU swimming memory (and why): “Florida training trip 2006 - it 
was a lot of hard work and I really got to know my team better."
Favorite winter Olympic sport (and why): “Speed skating - 1 love a good 
clap skate.”
Other “Thanks to all of the guys I have swam with over the past three 
years."
Lawrence University
scoreboard
Men’s Basketball
Feb. 18
#1 Lawrence 67
St. Norbert 52
Women’s Basketball
Feb. 18
Lawrence 57
St. Norbert 58
Hockey
Feb. 18
Lawrence 3
Marian 7
Feb. 17
Lawrence 2
Marian 2
Wrestling
Feb. 19
WIAC Championships
UW-La Crosse 159
UW-Stevens Point 119
UW-Whitewater 84
UW-Platteville 78
UW-Eau Claire 72
UW-Oshkosh 60
Lawrence 58
Indoor Track
UW-Oshkosh Invite
Men 7 of 9
Women 9 of 9
standings
Men’s Basketball
Final Standings MWC O’all
#1 LawTence*A 16-0 22-0
#15 Carroll* 14-2 20-3
Grinnell* 10-6 14-8
Knox* 9-7 12-11
Beloit 7-9 11-12
Ripon 6-10 7-15
St. Norbert 5-11 7-16
Lake Forest 5-11 7-16
Illinois College 4-12 8-15
Monmouth 4-12 8-13
AMWC Champion 
‘Qualified for MWC Tournament
Women’s Basketball
Final Standings MWC O’all
CarroU*A 13-3 19-4
St. Norbert* 13-3 16-7
Lawrence* 12-4 19-4
Ripon* 12-4 15-8
Lake Forest 8-8 14-9
Monmouth 7-9 10-13
Illinois College 6-10 12-11
Grinnell 5-11 9-14
Beloit 3-13 5-17
Knox 1-15 3-20
a MWC Champion 
* Qualified for MWC Tournament
Hockey
Final Standings MCHA O’all
MSOE 17-2-1 19-5-1
Marian 13-6-1 13-11-1
Finlandia 9-8-3 9-12-3
Lawrence 7-9-4 8-13-4
UM-Crookston 6-13-1 6-17-2
Northland 3-17-0 3-22-0
All statistics are 
accurate as of 
February 22, 2006
Bus,
D 2 is  in  every  w ay  
inferior to  the origi­
nal. N o  question .
-Cake-Eater
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Mouse Braun
Staff Writer
The Lawrence University men’s 
basketball team w ill put its unde­
feated record and unprecedented 
No. 1 ranking on the line this week­
end when they host the Midwest 
Conference Tournament in the 
Alexander Gymnasium.
The weekend opens at 5 p.m. 
Friday night with No. 2 seed Carroll
College taking on No. 3 seed 
Grinnell College. Carroll comes 
in with a 14-2 conference record, 
their only two losses coming at the 
hands of Lawrence. Grinnell enters 
the game with a 10-6 conference 
record, including a 150-138 loss at 
home to Carroll. The game should 
be a high-scoring affair, consider­
ing Grinnell’s run-and-gun style of 
play.
The second game of the eve­
ning w ill be Knox College tipping
off against Lawrence at 7 p.m. The 
Vikes have beaten the Prairie Fire 
twice this season, most recently 70- 
46 earlier this month in Appleton. 
LU comes in with a 16-0 conference 
record, while the No. 4 seed Knox 
enters the game with a 9-7 record 
in the MWC.
The winners of the semifinals 
w ill square off Saturday afternoon 
at 3 p.m. The game w ill decide who 
w ill receive the automatic bid to 
the NCAA Division III Tournament.
Teanvby-team outlook
# l
Lawrence Vikings 
Record: 22-0 (164))
#2
Carroll Pioneers
Record: 20-3 (14-2)
M E N S  BASKETBALL
Priday-Saturday, February 24-25 
Alexander Gymnasium
Friday, February 24 
No. 2 Carroll vs. No. 3 Grinnell 5 p.m.
No. 4 Knox at No. 1 Lawrence 7 p.m.
Saturday, February 25 
MWC Tournament Championship 3 p.m.
Tickets available Friday after 3  p.m. and Saturday after 1 p.m. * free with LU ID
The players to watch
Chris Braier, Senior Forward 
Lawrence
LU’s all-American recently passed the
1,500-point plateau. If he continues 
on his average of 15.5 points per 
game, he will break Lawrence's all 
time scoring record in the first game 
of the NCAA tournament. He leads the 
Vikings in scoring, rebounding, steals 
and assists.
Kyle MacGillis, Senior Forward 
Lawrence
The Vikings’ top defensive player will 
be called upon, as he has all season, 
to stop the other team’s best player. 
He also averages 14 points per game 
and is tied for the team lead in steals 
with 44
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Photo courtesy ofjoevanden Acker 
Carroll's Jason Scheper.
Jason Scheper, Senior Forward 
Carroll
Scheper led the Pioneers in scoring 
and rebounding in the 2004-05 cam­
paign. He puts his defensive skills to 
use guarding the best low-post player 
on the opposing team. He averages
7.5 rebounds per game - tops on the 
team.
Nate Drury, Junior Guard 
Carroll
The shooting guard from Colorado 
leads the Pioneers in scoring, averag­
ing 19.5 points per game while shoot­
ing an impressive 40.5 percent from 
beyond the arc.
Photo courtesy of Joe Vanden Acker 
Grinnell's John Grotberg.
John Grotberg, Freshman Guard 
Grinnell
Grotberg is second in the nation in 
points per game with 31.1. He aver­
ages 39.3 percent from 3-point range. 
If he is hot, he has the ability to put 
up huge numbers. He has scored 45 
points on two separate occasions this 
season.
Jason Maclin, Junior Guard 
Knox
The Prairie Fire’s top scorer averages
19.3 points per game. Maclin shoots
42.3 percent on 3-pointers. He has led 
Knox in scoring 15 of their 23 games. 
In two games against LU this year, he 
has scored 18 and 22 points.
Photo courtesy of Knox College 
Knox's Jason Maclin.
Why they’ll win: The Vikings come 
into the semifinals winning 18 
straight home games. Obviously, 
any team will have trouble coming 
into Alexander Gym and beating the 
home team. Not to mention that they 
are No. 1 in all of Division in and 
undefeated.
Why they’ll lose: The whole season, 
they were looking in the rearview 
mirror at Carroll. Any slip, and they 
could have lost the conference lead. 
A complacent Lawrence squad may 
show up this weekend and lose to a 
pumped-up opponent.
#3
Grinnell Pioneers 
Record: 14-8 (10-6)
Why they'll win; Anything can hap­
pen in Coach Dave Arseneault’s 
System. If their shooters get hot, 
they can definitely upend System- 
sawy Carroll and Lawrence teams. 
Why they’ll lose: Both Carroll and 
Lawrence know how to beat The 
System. Earlier this year, Lawrence 
held Grinnell to their lowest point 
total since before the 2000-01 sea­
son.
Coach Tharp's thoughts
There is a certain energy and 
charisma that Lawrence University 
men’s basketball coach John Tharp 
exhibits. One might compare his 
behavior in his office to the way 
he acts on the sideline - energetic, 
engaged, and always multitasking.
Tharp is extremely busy at 
this time of year, with the Midwest 
Conference Tournament quickly 
approaching. Nonetheless, he was 
able to take the time to sit down and 
comment on the philosophy of his 
team, the possibility of LU hosting 
a regional final, and his coaching 
future.
Mouse Braun: Twelve years ago, did 
you ever think you would take this 
program to the level that it's at?
John Tharp: It’s interesting. When I 
first took over, I had dreams of doing 
stuff like this. I was 24,25 years old. 
Now, you get more wrapped up in 
the day-to-day, and not what’s hap­
pening in our season To answer your 
question, no, I didn't think there was 
a chance that we would do what we 
are doing now.
MB: Is that the approach your team 
takes, then? Day-tcnlay?
JT: They’ve been pretty levelheaded, 
and pretty loose about (being ranked 
No. 1 in die nation], which has been 
what we need to do to get better as 
a basketball team. They’ve been very 
mature, something that comes from 
our leaders. They realize (our suc­
cess] doesn’t affect what has to be 
done on a daily basis, going to class 
and how we perform on the basket­
ball court and in practice. It’s really 
one of the strengths of this team.
MB: What makes this team different 
from years past? How is this team 
undefeated?
JT: We have great leaders, first 
and foremost - Chris Braier, Kyle 
MacGillis, and Keven Bradley. We 
have great chemistry. We rely on 
Braier and MacGillis to make plays 
down the stretch for us, which they 
have. We wouldn’t be in the position 
we are if it wasn't for players fflce Ben 
Rosenblatt. Even guys that people
Why they'll win: Carroll may be 
determined to upset the Vikings after 
losing a heartbreaker on their home 
court last week. Also, knocking off 
LU on their home court could mean a 
lot come tournament seeding.
Why they’ll lose: The Pioneers have 
lost twice this season to the Vikes. 
Their other loss was to UW-Oshkosh, 
a team that the Vikings have also 
beaten. Their inability to win big 
games could haunt them yet again.
#4
Knox Prairie Fire 
Record: 12-11 (9-7)
Why they'll win: The Prairie Fire 
have shown the capability to play 
with good teams. Back in December, 
they actually led Lawrence 32-28 at 
halftime. If junior Jason Maclin has 
an explosive game, they could be the 
surprise of the tournament.
Why they'll lose: Knox backed into 
the tournament, losing four of their 
past seven conference games. They 
will need a great performance Friday 
night just to make the championship 
game.
Va
don’t see on floor, guys like Jayce 
Apelgren and George Hogea When 
we’re going through our scout stuff, 
they’re doing a great job getting us 
ready. It’s all those small factors that 
have added up to get us where we are 
right now.
MB: b  Chris Braier’s groin improv­
ing?
JT: Braier’s groin is not getting better, 
but 1 would say it’s not getting worse. 
The situation that we are in is that we 
have to maintain his cardlo. It’s a fine 
line - he’s a competitor and hates to 
sit out of practice. He’s just not real 
healthy right now.
MB: How do you prepare for this 
weekend? b  there a fear of looking 
past Knox to the showdown with 
Carroll?
JT: Our philosophy all year, with 
regard to weekend doubleheader 
games, has been to focus on the first 
team. That’s what we have to get first 
and foremost. The positive is that 
we have Just played Carroll, so the 
philosophy has not changed. We’ve 
worked on tilings that we did not 
do well against Carroll At this paint 
in the season, we have to rely on 
what we’ve done the past 70 days in 
practice wiD cany you through. These 
guys know (Carrofl’s Nate] Drury. 
They know what needs to be done. 
They know that [Knox's Jason] Madin 
and [Jeff] Zick can go off on Friday 
night. That's an advantage we have 
-  we have smart kids that can figure 
that stuff out.
MB: How has recruiting changed 
since Lawrence has become a pow­
erhouse?
JT: The caliber of kids we’re talking to 
right now is much higher. The group 
of young guys we have now, we think, 
allows us to have a bright future. 
(Chris] Page shows us every day in 
practice what he is capable of, and 
Tommy Schmidt is another guy that 
will have an impact down the road. 
We have so many other guys that can 
be impact players In the future. We 
need to complement them with a few 
more recruits.
i
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Coach John Tharp.
MB: Should Kyle MacGillis be an all- 
American?
JT: He should. In my opinion, he 
should. You look at the year he’s 
had and it’s been every bit as good 
as Braier’s. He has to guard the best 
player on the other team. He's hdd 
that player to bdow thdr season 
average or they’re shooting a really 
low percentage. He makes great plays 
and he sets the table for other play­
ers. We’D push like heck to get him 
in there. He loves big games, he loves 
making big plays.
MB: b  it possible for Alexander Gym 
to host a super regional?
JT: Yes, absolutely, if not this year, 
then whenever. These kids deserve 
it. We've done a lot of research, and 
most of the super regional games had 
crowds of 1,400 rather than 2,500. 
So I think we have a good chance at 
getting it.
MB: Do you think that Alex win 
host the super regional this year, 
provided that LU wins out?
JT: Yes, I tirink we will host it.
MB: Where will John Tharp be coach­
ing in five years?
JT: m  put it this way - my wife asked 
me a very similar question. I said 
we’re happy. My mentality is that 
we’re going to be here for 20 years.
I can’t say for sure that I will be 
here to 5 years - 1 don’t want to be 
the guy who promises to be around 
then jumps ship. Loyalty is Important 
to me I have loyalty to this school, 
my coaches, and the players that I 
recruit.
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Tearrvby-team outlook
# 1 1C #2
Lawrence Vikings Carroll Pioneers
Record: 22-0 (164)) Record: 20-3 (14-2)
Mouse Braun
StaffWriter
The Lawrence University men's 
basketball team will put its unde­
feated record and unprecedented 
No. 1 ranking on the line this week­
end when they host the Midwest 
Conference Tournament in the 
Alexander Gymnasium.
The weekend opens at 5 p.m. 
Friday night with No. 2 seed Carroll
Chris Braier, Senior Forward 
Lawrence
LLTs all-American recently passed the
1,500-point plateau. If he continues 
on his average of 15.5 points per 
game, he will break Lawrence’s all 
time scoring record in the first game 
of the NCAA tournament. He leads the 
Vikings in scoring, rebounding, steals 
and assists.
Kyle MacGillis, Senior Forward 
Lawrence
The Vikings’ top defensive player will 
be called upon, as he has all season, 
to stop the other team’s best player. 
He also averages 14 points per game 
and is tied for the team lead in steals 
with 44
\\
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Carroll's Jason Scheper.
Jason Scheper, Senior Forward 
Carroll
Scheper led the Pioneers in scoring 
and rebounding in the 2004-05 cam­
paign. He puts his defensive skills to 
use guarding the best low-post player 
on the opposing team. He averages
7.5 rebounds per game - tops on the 
team.
Nate Drury, Junior Guard 
Carroll
The shooting guard from Colorado 
leads the Pioneers in scoring, averag­
ing 19.5 points per game while shoot­
ing an impressive 40.5 percent from 
beyond the arc.
College taking on No. 3 seed 
Grinnell College. Carroll comes 
in with a 14-2 conference record, 
their only two losses coming at the 
hands of Lawrence. Grinnell enters 
the game with a 10-6 conference 
record, including a 150-138 loss at 
home to Carroll. The game should 
be a high-scoring affair, consider­
ing Grinnell’s run-and-gun style of 
play.
The second game of the eve­
ning w ill be Knox College tipping
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Grinnell’s john Grotberg.
John Grotberg, Freshman Guard 
Grinnell
Grotberg is second in the nation in 
points per game with 31.1. He aver­
ages 39.3 percent from 3-point range. 
If he is hot, he has the ability to put 
up huge numbers. He has scored 45 
points on two separate occasions this 
season.
Jason Maclin, Junior Guard 
Knox
The Prairie Fire’s top scorer averages
19.3 points per game. Maclin shoots
42.3 percent on 3-pointers. He has led 
Knox in scoring 15 of their 23 games. 
In two games against LU this year, he 
has scored 18 and 22 points.
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Knox's Jason Maclin.
off against Lawrence at 7 p.m. The 
Vikes have beaten the Prairie Fire 
twice this season, most recently 70- 
46 earlier this month in Appleton. 
LU comes in with a 16-0 conference 
record, while the No. 4 seed Knox 
enters the game with a 9-7 record 
in the MWC.
The winners of the semifinals 
w ill square off Saturday afternoon 
at 3 p.m. The game w ill decide who 
w ill receive the automatic bid to 
the NCAA Division III Tournament.
Why they’ll win: The Vikings come 
into the semifinals winning 18 
straight home games. Obviously, 
any team will have trouble coming 
into Alexander Gym and beating the 
home team. Not to mention that they 
are No. 1 in all of Division ID and 
undefeated.
Why they’ll lose: The whole season, 
they were looking in the rearview 
mirror at Carroll. Any slip, and they 
could have lost the conference lead. 
A complacent Lawrence squad may 
show up this weekend and lose to a 
pumped-up opponent.
#3
Grinnell Pioneers 
Record: 14-8 (10-6)
Why they’ll win: Anything can hap­
pen in Coach Dave Arseneault’s 
System. If their shooters get hot, 
they can definitely upend System- 
sawy Carroll and Lawrence teams. 
Why they’ll lose: Both Carroll and 
Lawrence know how to beat The 
System. Earlier this year, Lawrence 
held Grinnell to their lowest point 
total since before the 2000-01 sea­
son.
Why they'll win: Carroll may be 
determined to upset the Vikings after 
losing a heartbreaker on their home 
court last week. Also, knocking off 
LU on their home court could mean a 
lot come tournament seeding.
Why they’ll lose: The Pioneers have 
lost twice this season to the Vikes. 
Their other loss was to UW-Oshkosh, 
a team that the Vikings have also 
beaten. Their inability to win big 
games could haunt them yet again.
#4
Knox Prairie Fire 
Record: 12-11 (9-7)
Why they’ll win: The Prairie Fire 
have shown the capability to play 
with good teams. Back in December, 
they actually led Lawrence 32-28 at 
halftime. If junior Jason Maclin has 
an explosive game, they could be the 
surprise of the tournament.
Why they’ll lose: Knox backed into 
the tournament, losing four of their 
past seven conference games. They 
will need a great performance Friday 
night just to make the championship 
game.
M E N S  BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
Priday-Saturday, February 24-25 
Alexander Gymnasium
Friday, February 24 
No. 2 Carroll vs. No. 3 Grinnell 5 p.m.
No. 4 Knox at No. 1 Lawrence 7 p.m.
Saturday, February 25 
MWC Tournament Championship 3 p.m.
Tickets available Friday after 3 p.m. and Saturday after 1 p.m. * free with LU ID
The players to watch Coach Tharp's thoughts
There is a certain energy and 
charisma that Lawrence University 
men's basketball coach John Tharp 
exhibits. One might compare his 
behavior in his office to the way 
he acts on the sideline - energetic, 
engaged, and always multitasking.
Tharp is extremely busy at 
this time o f year, with the Midwest 
Conference Tournament quickly 
approaching. Nonetheless, he was 
able to take the time to sit down and 
comment on the philosophy o f his 
team, the possibility o f LU hosting 
a regional final, and his coaching 
future.
Mouse Braun: Twelve years ago, did 
you ever think you would take this 
program to the level that it’s at?
John Tharp: It's interesting. When I 
first took over, I had dreams of doing 
stuff like this. I was 24,25 years old 
Now, you get more wrapped up in 
the day-to-day, and not what’s hap­
pening in our season To answer your 
question, no, I didn't think there was 
a chance that we would do what we 
are doing now.
MB: Is that the approach your team 
takes, then? Day-today?
JT: They've been pretty levelheaded, 
and pretty loose about (being ranked 
No. 1 in the nation), which has been 
what we need to do to get better as 
a basketball team. They’ve been very 
mature, something that comes from 
our leaders. They realize (our suc­
cess] doesn’t affect what has to be 
done on a daily basis, going to class 
and how we perform on the basket­
ball court and in practice. It’s really 
one of the strengths of this team.
MB: What makes this team different 
from years past? How is this team 
undefeated?
JT: We have great leaders, first 
and foremost - Chris Braier, Kyle 
MacGillis, and Keven Bradley. We 
have great chemistry. We rely on 
Braier and MacGillis to make plays 
down the stretch for us, which they 
have. We wouldn’t be in the position 
we are if it wasn’t for players like Ben 
Rosenblatt. Even guys that people
V
don’t see on floor, guys like Jayce 
Apelgren and George Hogen. When 
we’re going through our scout stuff, 
they’re doing a great job getting us 
ready. It’s all those small factors that 
have added up to get us where we are 
right now.
MB: b  Chris Braier’s groin improv­
ing?
JT: Braier’s groin is not getting better, 
but I would say it’s not getting worse. 
The situation that we are in is that we 
have to maintain his cardio. It’s a fine 
line - he's a competitor and hates to 
sit out of practice. He’s just not real 
healthy right now.
MB: How do you prepare for this 
weekend? b  there a fear of looking 
past Knox to the showdown with 
Carroll?
JT: Our philosophy all year, with 
regard to weekend doubleheader 
games, has been to focus on the first 
team. That's what we have to get first 
and foremost. The positive is that 
we have Just played Carroll, so the 
philosophy has not changed. We've 
worked on things that we did not 
do wdl against Carroll At this point 
in the season, we have to rely on 
What we've done the past 70 days in 
practice will carry you through. These 
guys know [Carroll's Natel Drury. 
They know what needs to be done. 
They know that (Knox's Jason] Madin 
and (Jeff] Zick can go off on Friday 
night. That's an advantage we have 
- we have smart kids that can figure 
that stuff out.
MB: How has recruiting changed 
since Lawrence has become a pow­
erhouse?
JT. The caliber of kids we’re talking to 
right now is much higher. The group 
of young guys we have now, we think, 
allows us to have a bright future. 
(Chris] Page shows us every day in 
practice what he is capable of, and 
Tommy Schmidt is another guy that 
will have an impact down the road. 
We have so many other guys that can 
be impact players in the future. We 
need to complement them with a few 
more recruits.
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Coach John Tharp.
MB: Should Kyie MacGillis be an aQ- 
American?
JT: He should. In my opinion, he 
should. You look at the year he’s 
had and it’s been every bit as good 
as Braier’s. He has to guard the best 
player on the other team. He's hdd 
that player to below their season 
average or they're shooting a really 
low percentage. He makes great plays 
and he sets die table for other play­
ers. Well push like heck to get him 
in there. He loves big games, he loves 
making big {days.
MB: Is it possible for Alexander Gym 
to host a super regional?
JTT Yes, absolutely, if not this year, 
then whenever. These kids deserve 
it. We've done a lot of research, and 
most of the super regional games had 
crowds of 1,400 rather than 2,500. 
So I think we have a good chance at 
getting it
MB: Do you thhik that Alex will 
host the super regional this year, 
provided that LU wins out?
JT: Yes, I think we will host it.
MB: Where will John Tharp be coach­
ing in five years?
JT: I’ll put it this way - my wife asked 
me a very similar question. I said 
we’re happy. My mentality is that 
we're going to be here for 20 years.
I can’t say for sure that I will be 
here in 5 years - 1 don’t want to be 
the guy who promises to be around 
then jumps ship. Loyalty is important 
to me. I have loyalty to this school, 
my coaches, and the players that I 
recruit.
